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ABSTRACT
Childhood obesity is a predictor of adult obesity, and has its roots in the pre-pregnancy or pregnancy
period. This review presents an overview of the prenatal risk factors for childhood obesity, which were
categorized into two groups: biological risk factors (maternal pre-pregnancy body mass index, gestational
weight gain, diabetes in pregnancy, and caesarean section), and environmental and behavioural risk
factors (maternal smoking and exposure to obesogens, maternal dietary patterns, maternal intestinal
microbiome and antibiotics exposure, and maternal psychosocial stress). Identifying modifiable
predisposing prenatal factors for obesity will inform further development of inventions to prevent obesity
over the life course, and future directions for research and intervention are discussed.
Keywords: Risk factors, Obesity, Pregnancy, Body mass index, Childhood
1. INTRODUCTION
Obesity is generally defined as a condition in which the degree of excess body fat has the
potential to negatively impact on health outcomes (WHO 2017). Body mass index (BMI) is a commonly
used measure to assess obesity (BMI ≥30 kg/m2) or overweight (BMI ≥ 25 kg/m2 < 30) in adults. In
children, sex and age are taken into consideration to assess overweight and obesity. The World Health
Organization (WHO) has defined age- and sex-specific weight-for-height cutoffs from children aged 0 to
5 years (WHO 2016; 2017). The International Obesity Task Force (IOTF) provides age and sex specific
BMI cutoffs for children aged 2 to 18 years (Cole et al. 2000). Some Asian countries use lower BMI
cutoffs than those applied in Europe and North America (Chen et al. 2012; de Wilde et al. 2013), as some
Asians have higher weight-related disease risks at lower BMIs ( Misra 2015).
There is an increasing prevalence of obesity, and globally, obesity has almost doubled since 1980 (Ng
et al. 2014; WHO 2014). Childhood obesity predicts the risk of adulthood obesity (Whitaker et al. 1997),
and is associated with increased morbidity from non-communicable diseases. In a meta-analysis of 37
studies, high childhood BMI was found to be a strong positive association with adult obesity (OR 5.21;
2
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95% CI 4.50, 6.02) (Simmonds et al. 2015); and high childhood BMI was found to increase the risk of
adult diabetes (OR 1.70; 95% CI 1.30, 2.22), coronary heart disease (CHD) (OR 1.20; 95% CI 1.10,
1.31), adult hypertension at age 12 years and over (OR 1.29; 95% CI 1.19,1.40), and various cancers
(Llewellyn et al. 2016). Ending childhood obesity is a global public health priority as proposed by the
WHO (WHO 2016).
Accumulating evidence shows that non-communicable diseases and health in adults are related to
fetal and infant environments (Barker 2004). The mechanisms through which fetal exposures contribute to
the development of obesity are complex and poorly understood. These might include gene-environemnt
interactions, the epigenome and multiple environmental factors, to which the maternal/fetal unit is
exposed such as energy-dense diets, physical inactivity, and obesogenic environmental chemicals (Bell et
al. 2005; Bouret et al. 2015), as well as the interactions between these factors. Furthermore, sex/gender,
race/ethnicity, age and exposures during puberty may be related to the development of obesity (Han et al.
2010). Genetics plays a key role throughout the life course. For example, genome-wide studies (Horikoshi
et al. 2016) demonstrated that fetal genetic variations contribute to approximately 15% of variance in
birthweight, and genetic determinants of susceptibility to obesity in adulthood begin acting in early life
(Warrington et al. 2015). A study conducted in twins (Silventoinen et al. 2016) found that, among
populations of different ethnicities, environmental effects on BMI variation were more obvious in midchildhood, whereas genetic factors played a major role in BMI variation in adolescence, with estimated
heritability increasing from 0.42 in boys and 0.41 in girls at 4 years of age to 0.75 in both sexes at age 19
years.

Meanwhile, a recent large genome-wide association study identified maternal genes that can be

associated with offspring birthweight (Beaumont et al. 2018).
The Developmental Origins of Health and Disease (DOHaD) hypothesis suggests that environmental
factors acting during a critical window of development can change the capacity of the organism to cope
with its environment in later life (Gluckman and Hanson 2006). Thus, strategies to modify exposure to
risk factors during prenatal care may be central to early obesity prevention (Gillman and Ludwig 2013;
Kemp et al. 2012). Based on systematic reviews, meta-analyses, and the results of large cohort studies
3
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from the last decade, we provide a narrative review of the epidemiological evidence on prenatal
determinates of childhood obesity. Stressing modifiable elements for further study and prevention from
post-conception to birth, this review classifies prenatal determinants as: 1) biological risk factors:
maternal pre-pregnancy BMI, excessive gestational weight gain (GWG), diabetes in pregnancy, and
caesarean section; and 2) environmental and behavioural risk factors: maternal smoking and exposure to
obesogens, maternal dietary patterns, maternal intestinal microbiome and antibiotics exposure, and
maternal psychosocial stress.
2. BIOLOGICAL RISK FACTORS
2.1. Maternal pre-pregnancy BMI
Higher maternal pre-pregnancy BMI increases the risk of childhood obesity. The Avon
Longitudinal Study of Parents and Children in the United Kingdom with 8234 children in cohort aged 7
years found that maternal obese prepregnancy was associated with offspring obesity (OR 4.25; 95% CI
3.28, 6.44), while both parents obese prepregnancy further increased the risk offspring obesity (OR 10.44;
95% CI 5.11, 21.32) (Reilly, et al. 2005). A meta-analysis of 45 studies (Yu et al. 2013) found that,
compared to subjects with normal BMI, pre-pregnancy maternal overweight or obesity increased the risk
of overweight (OR 1.95; 95% CI 1.77, 2.13) and obesity (OR 3.06; 95% CI 2.68, 3.49) in offspring from
infancy to adolescence.
Studies in industrialized countries have examined the relationship between maternal pre-pregnancy
BMI and body composition in their offspring, and evidence to date suggests that higher maternal prepregnancy BMI is associated with higher offspring adiposity. A meta-analysis of 20 studies (CastilloLaura et al. 2015) found that, compared to infants of women with normal pre-pregnancy BMI, infants
born to overweight and obese women had higher fat mass and percent body fat, and standardized mean
differences during the period of 1 month to 6 years of age were 0.38kg (95% CI 0.26 kg, 0.50 kg) in fat
mass, and 0.31 percentage (95% CI 0.19, 0.42) in percent body fat, respectively. The association of
maternal obesity with greater offspring adiposity can be mediated via increased DNA methylation (Sharp
4
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et al. 2015), and animal studies found that maternal obesity can alter endoplasmic reticulum homeostasis
in offspring pancreas (Soeda et al. 2016).
2.2. Excessive GWG
Excessive GWG defined by the recommendation of The Institute of Medicine, USA (Rasmussen
et al. 2009), is associated with an increased risk of overweight and obesity in childhood. A systematic
review and meta-analysis (Mamun et al. 2014) showed that pregnant women with excessive GWG had an
increased risk of obesity in the offspring (OR 1.40; 95% CI 1.23, 1.59), while women who had inadequate
GWG had a 14% (OR 0.86; 95% CI 0.78, 0.94) reduction in the risk of future obesity in the offspring,
with the effects remaining similar across different age groups of early childhood (<5 years), early to late
adolescence (5-18 years), and adulthood ( ≥ 18 years). Other systematic reviews observed similar effects
with ORs of 1.21 (95% CI 1.05, 1.40) (Tie et al. 2014) and 1.38 (95% CI 1.21, 1.57) (Nehring et al. 2013)
for the effects of excessive GWG on offspring obesity, and 0.91 (95% CI 0.85, 0.98) (Nehring et al. 2013)
for inadequate GWG on childhood overweight. Furthermore, the association between GWG and later
offspring BMI may be stronger during early- and mid-pregnancy than late pregnancy, as suggested by a
systematic review (Lau et al. 2014).
Excessive GWG can be associated with increased adipose tissue deposition in newborns and
childhood. One systematic review and meta-analysis (Castillo-Laura et al. 2015) of 7 studies, mainly
conducted in industrialized countries, suggested positive relationships between maternal GWG and both
fat mass and percent body fat.
A direct effect of excessive maternal energy intake is excessive GWG while dietary restriction may
have the opposite effect. A systematic review of 10 clinical trials (Tanentsapf et al. 2011) of dietary
interventions designed to prevent excess GWG showed significantly reduced total GWG associated with
the intervention, with a mean difference of -1.92 kg (95% CI -3.65 kg, -0.19 kg). Another systematic
review and meta-analysis of 24 randomized controlled trials (Muktabhant et al. 2015) found that diet or
exercise interventions, either alone or in combination, reduced the risk of excessive GWG by 20% overall
5
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(average RR 0.8; 95%CI 0.73, 0.87). A recent systematic review and meta-analysis (Group 2017)
reported a mean reduction of GWG of -0.70 kg (95% CI -0.92 kg, -0.48 kg) in the groups exposed to the
diet and physical activity intervention.
2.3. Diabetes in pregnancy
Pregnancy complications such as gestational diabetes (GDM), maternal hypertension and
preeclampsia may be causally associated with birthweight (Patro Golab et al. 2018; Tyrrell et al. 2016),
but currently more studies stress the effects of GDM on childhood obesity than other pregnancy
complications. Infants of mothers who suffered from gestational diabetes (GDM) have a greater risk of
developing obesity than infants of mothers without diabetes. One systematic review including 12 studies
and an updated review including 7 studies (Kim et al. 2011; Kim et al. 2012) found a positive association
between GDM and offspring overweight and obesity. The association was attenuated after adjustments for
maternal pre-pregnancy BMI but generally remained statistically significant. A recent meta-analysis
(Logan et al. 2017) including 35 studies found that infants of diabetic mothers (type 1, type 2, and
gestational) had higher fat mass (difference 83 g; 95% CI 49 g, 117 g), and percent body fat (difference
2.2%; 95% CI 1.1, 3.2) in infancy; and subgroup analyses indicated that fat mass in infancy was greater,
both in infants of mothers with GDM (difference of 62 g; 95% CI 29 g, 94 g) and type 1 diabetes
(difference of 268 g; 95% CI 139 g, 397 g).
2. 4. Caesarean section
There is some evidence that caesarean section may be a risk factor for childhood obesity. A large
prospective Chinese birth cohort study (Li et al. 2014) including 181,380 children observed that,
compared to vaginal delivery, children born by non-medically indicated caesarean delivery due to
sociocultural factors had an increased risk of overweight (OR 1.18; 95% CI 1.00, 1.41) at age 3–7 years.
A systematic review and meta-analysis (Li et al. 2013) found an increased risk of overweight and obesity
(OR 1.33; 95% CI 1.19, 1.48) in offspring delivered by caesarean section compared to children born
vaginally. A similar association was observed in another systematic review and meta-analysis (Kuhle et al.
6
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2015), demonstrating an increased risk of obesity (RR 1.34; 95% CI 1.18, 1.51) in children born by
caesarean section compared to vaginal birth. Meanwhile, studies conducted in Denmark (Ajslev et al.
2011), Brazil (Barros et al. 2012) and Germany (Pei et al. 2014) show the effect size of caesarean section
to childhood obesity is attenuated after adjusting for confounders, and influenced by sex and age of
children.
Caesarean section is usually accompanied with antibiotic use, which may affect microbiota in the
offspring (Rutayisire et al. 2016). Meanwhile, caesarean section is negatively associated with early
breastfeeding (Prior et al. 2012), which is a significant protective factor for childhood obesity (WHO
2016; Yan et al. 2014). The effects of cesarean section may at least partially be explained by the impact
on the microbiota and breastfeeding (Ajslev et al. 2011; Kuhle et al. 2015).
3. ENVIRONMENTAL AND BEHAVIOURAL RISK FACTORS
3.1. Maternal smoking and exposure to obesogens
Obesogens are foreign chemical compounds that induce obesity by increasing fat cells and/or the
storage of fat in existing adipocytes. Currently identified obesogens include more than 20 chemicals
(Heindel et al. 2015; Holtcamp 2012). Obesogens sources range from exposure to environmental
chemicals in everyday life to the side effects of pharmaceutical drugs. The obesogen hypothesis suggests
that the increased use of synthetic organic and inorganic chemicals over the last decades has contributed
to the global obesity epidemic (Baillie-Hamilton 2002). Obesogens might increase the risk of childhood
obesity by disrupting hormone-mediated processes in the womb (Braun 2017). Except for nicotine
exposure due to smoking, the impact of prenatal exposure to obesogens in childhood obesity is
underexplored.
3.1.1. Maternal smoking
There is robust evidence on the association between maternal smoking in pregnancy and
childhood obesity. One early meta-analysis of 16 observational studies (Oken et al. 2008) found that
compared with no maternal smoking, maternal smoking during pregnancy was associated with an
7
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increased risk of offspring overweight at aged 3-33 years (OR 1.40; 95% CI 1.26, 1.55). This observation
is reinforced by the findings of a recent systematic review and meta-analysis (Rayfield and Plugge 2017),
demonstrating that maternal smoking in pregnancy was associated with an increased risk for childhood
overweight (OR 1.37, 95% CI 1.28, 1.46,) and childhood obesity (OR 1.55, 95% CI 1.40, 1.73) in the
offspring. Another meta-analysis (Riedel et al. 2014) including 109,838 mother-child pairs reported
similar effects for maternal smoking during pregnancy on offspring overweight (OR 1.33; 95% CI 1.23,
1.44) and obesity (OR 1.60; 95% CI 1.37, 1.88), and maternal smoking effects were stronger than the
paternal smoking effects on offspring overweight (OR 1.07; 95% CI 1.00, 1.16), and obesity (OR 1.23; 95%
CI 1.10, 1.38). These results suggest a higher direct intrauterine impact of maternal smoking compared to
paternal or household smoking.
3.1.2. Environmental obesogens
Epidemiological studies suggest that several environmental pollutants are associated with rapid
childhood growth. But most of human studies have been cross-sectional in design, and reports from
longitudinal studies involved with prenatal maternal exposure are limited (Heindel et al. 2015; Ranciere et
al. 2015). In the case of perfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS) exposure, recent studies strongly support that
prenatal maternal exposure is associated with excess adiposity and obesity in childhood (Braun 2017;
Braun et al. 2016; Hartman et al. 2017; Mora et al. 2017). For example, studies from the USA found that
higher prenatal perfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS) exposure was associated with a rapid increase in BMI
of children between 2-8 years (Braun et al. 2016), and small increases in adiposity measurements in midchildhood girls (Mora et al. 2017). With respect to prenatal bisphenol A (BPA) exposure, a systematic
review with meta-analysis showed that higher urinary bisphenol A (BPA) concentration was associated
with excess childhood adiposity (Ranciere et al. 2015).
Prenatal exposures to other environmental chemicals that are possibly associated with childhood
obesity include dichlorodiphenyldichloroethylene (DDE) (Tang-Peronard et al. 2014; Vafeiadi et al. 2015;
Valvi et al. 2014), hexachlorobenzene (HCB) (Vafeiadi et al. 2015; Valvi et al. 2014), polycyclic
8
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aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) (Rundle et al. 2012), and polybrominated diphenylethers (PBDE) (Braun et
al. 2016; Erkin-Cakmak et al. 2015; Hartman et al. 2017; Tang-Peronard et al. 2014). A pooled analysis
of seven European birth cohorts found that dichlorodiphenyldichloroethylene (DDE) was associated with
a significant increase in weight-for-age z-score in infants (Iszatt et al. 2015). However, findings on the
effect of prenatal obesogen exposure on child weight are inconsistent across studies (Liu and Peterson
2015; Woo Baidal et al. 2016).
3.2. Maternal dietary patterns
Dietary patterns are defined in terms of the quantities, proportions, variety or combinations of
food consumption (Committee 2015). Some studies have found positive associations between the
quantities of maternal intake of protein and fatty acid during pregnancy and the risk of childhood obesity
(Brion et al. 2010; Fekete et al. 2015; Mennitti et al. 2015; Robinson and Godfrey 2008). Changes in fatty
acid intake during pregnancy and lactation may lead to permanent changes in appetite control in the
offspring (Kabaran and Besler 2015). However, recent systematic reviews and meta-analyses (Hauner et
al. 2013; Stratakis et al. 2014) found no conclusive evidence supporting the association between maternal
long-chain polyunsaturated fatty acid intake during pregnancy and childhood obesity.
The sharp increase in dietary intake of fructose and high-fructose corn syrup in recent decades is also
suspected to be associated with obesity prevalence (Marriott et al. 2009; Sloboda et al. 2014). Through its
metabolic effects, high fructose exposure during critical periods of development of the fetus, as well as
the neonate and infant, is suggested to impact the long-term development of obesity (Goran et al. 2013),
and animal studies support this link (Howie et al. 2009; Regnault et al. 2013). Meanwhile, a systematic
review (Morgan 2013) found that consumption of high-fructose corn syrup beverages in children can
contribute to childhood obesity.
3.3. Maternal intestinal microbiome and exposure to antibiotics
Recent studies support the findings that certain gut microbiome profiles can significantly
contribute to weight gain and childhood obesity. The mechanisms may include the regulation of energy
9
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recovery and fat storage from the diet, the role of inflammation in metabolic phenotypes, and microbial
translocation (Cox and Blaser 2013; Sekirov et al. 2010). Human studies have observed differences
between obese and lean groups in microbiota composition, functional genes and metabolic activities
(Gerard 2016). Exposure to antibiotics in early life may be associated with increased risk of childhood
obesity (Cox and Blaser 2015; Paliy et al. 2014). For example, one study of Danish mother-child dyads
followed through 7 years of age showed that children whose mothers were exposed to antibiotics during
the second or third trimesters of pregnancy were at increased risk of obesity (RR 1.84; 95% CI 1.33, 2.54)
(Mueller et al. 2015). Another study of Danish school children found that prenatal exposure to systemic
antibacterials was associated with an increased risk of overweight (OR 1.26; 95% CI 1.10, 1.45) and
obesity (OR 1.29; 95% CI 1.03, 1.62) (Mor et al. 2015). In contrast, one study in the USA found that
childhood antibiotic use – not prenatal antibiotic exposure – was associated with childhood obesity risk at
3 years of age (Poulsen et al. 2017).
Probiotics are live microorganisms, whereas prebiotics are ingredients that promote the growth of
beneficial intestinal microorganisms (Klaenhammer et al. 2012). Mother-child studies demonstrate that
Bifidobacterium strains in infants, one major component of the intestinal microbiota, can be derived from
the mother's intestine through vaginal delivery (Makino et al. 2013), and administration of probiotics to
pregnant women can cause infantile colonization, persisting for 6 months or more (Schultz et al. 2004).
While clinical trials are underway (Luoto et al. 2010), there is as yet insufficient evidence to assess the
long-term impact of probiotics on childhood obesity.
3.4. Maternal psychosocial stress
Prenatal maternal psychosocial stress can profoundly influence endocrine function over the
lifecourse (Kapoor et al. 2006). Severe maternal psychosocial stress can be associated with subsequent
offspring alterations in the regulation of hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis (Entringer et al. 2009), and
glucose-insulin metabolic function (Entringer et al. 2008).
Depending on severity and timing of stress, and sex of the offspring, exposure to maternal
10
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psychosocial stress may be positively associated with childhood overweight and obesity (Entringer 2013;
Ertel et al. 2010; Ingstrup et al. 2012). One meta-analysis of 17 studies (Tate et al. 2015) found that both
in cross-sectional and longitudinal observations, higher levels of prenatal psychological stress were
associated with higher risk of childhood obesity. Furthermore, the effect of prenatal stress on offspring
obesity may be more evident as the child’s age advances (Tate et al. 2015). For example, The Quebec Ice
Storm Study (Liu et al. 2016) found dose-response effects between prenatal stress level and the child's
BMI and waist-to-height ratio, with the positive associations tending to be more obvious as children
become older.
4. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Findings from systematic reviews, meta-analyses, large observational studies, and randomized
controlled trials, show that maternal exposures during the pre-pregnancy and pregnancy periods
contribute to the etiology of childhood obesity (see Table 1).
It should be noted that prenatal biological risk factors can interact with environmental and
behavioural risk factors, and prenatal risk factors can also interact with postnatal risk factors, collectively
contributing to obesity development. For example, maternal smoking during pregnancy and GWG can
both independently contribute to birthweight, and maternal smoking often affects GWG (Davies and
Abernethy 1976); high birthweight is also associated with an increased risk of childhood obesity
(Schellong et al. 2012; Yu et al. 2011). Meanwhile, maternal smoking during pregnancy can be associated
with rapid weight gain from birth to early infancy (Mine et al. 2017), and the latter can be a significant
predictor of adiposity in later life (Zheng et al. 2018).
Besides examining the effect of individual risk factors, further well-designed studies are needed to
explore the interactive and cumulative effects of these risk factors, and the causal relationship over the
life course. The variations in effect sizes and conflicting results across studies may partly be due to the
differences in BMI cutoffs for overweight or obesity, definitions and measurements of variables,
participant inclusion critieria, the effects of confounding variables such as social-economic background,
11
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lifestyle and other environmental factors.
The identification of modifiable risk factors is important to the development of inventions to prevent
and manage obesity in early life and beyond. An optimal approach to obesity prevention during prenatal
care could be an integrated management of preconception, pregnancy and childbirth, as well as obesity
prevention measures in the adolescent or young adult population long before pregnancy (WHO2003; Ma
et al. 2016), focusing on

healthy nutrition, physical activity and appropriate weight management,

emotional and psychological well-being, avoidance of exposure to smoking and

environmental

obesogens, comprehensive management of GDM, limited antibiotic use, and appropriate birthing options
including the reduction of caesarean section for non-medical reasons.
Findings from this study point to future avenues for research and intervention. First, there is a need
for research focusing on the long-term cumulative effects of individual and contextual factors, with a life
course perspective that starts in pre-pregnancy or early pregnancy and continues through childhood and
adulthood, and that targets different levels of woman and child, family, and community. Second, because
childhood obesity is linked with certain non-communicable diseases in adulthood (Llewellyn et al. 2016),
a comprehensive approach to investigation should include longitudinal examination of body composition
and metabolic biomarkers as well. Third, for the purpose of elucidating growth trajectories and unlocking
the complex mechanism, it is significant that more studies from developing countries, and integration and
cooperation across countries into research networks with the harmonization and pooling of information
between studies (Fortier et al. 2010). Fourth, strategies for effective intervention should include a
multifaceted approach with audit and feedback, prospectively identifying specific barriers and facilitators,
and adaptation to the context (individual, local, national, and international) (Chaillet et al. 2006). The
Healthy Life Trajectories Initiative issued by The Canadian Institute of Health Research is underway,
which could be a model of this integrated strategy (http://www.cihr-irsc.gc.ca/e/49510.html).
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Table 1. Summary of high-quality evidence for prenatal determinants of childhood obesity
Factors

First author

Publica-

(ref.)

tion year

Study type

Total

Age in

number

outcome

Effect size

of
studies
Gene

Horikoshi M

2016

(Horikoshi et al.

Meta-

60 loci

0 day

analysis

15.1% (standard error = 0.9) of variance in birthweight could be
decided by fetal genetic variation.

2016)
Silventoinen K

2016

(Silventoinen et

Pooled

45 twin

analysis

cohorts

0 day

from 0.42 in boys and 0.41 in girls at 4 years of age to 0.75 in

al. 2016)
Tyrrell, J

BMI variations explained by additive genetic factors increased

both sexes at 19 years of age.
2016

(Tyrrell et al.

Meta-

18

analysis

studies

Meta-

4 studies

0 day

A 1-SD genetically higher maternal BMI was associated with a
55 g (95%CI 17, 93 g) higher offspring birth weight.

2016)
Maternal

Yu Z (Yu et al.

pre-

2013)

pregnancy

2013

analysis

3 - 16

Pre-pregnancy overweight/obesity increased the risk of offspring

years

overweight (OR 1.95; 95% CI 1.77, 2.13); and obesity (OR 3.06;
95% CI 2.68, 3.49), respectively.
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BMI
Castillo-Laura H

2015

(Castillo-Laura et

Meta-

8 studies

analysis

0-6

Mean differences were 0.38kg (95% CI 0.26, 0.50) in fat mass,

years

and 0.31 percentage (95% CI 0.19, 0.42) in percent body fat

al. 2015)

between infants born from overweight/obese women and those
from normal pre-pregnancy BMI women, respectively.

Gestational

Mamun AA

weight gain

(Mamun et al.

2014

Meta-

12

2 - 42

Pregnant women with excessive GWG had an increased risk of

analysis

studies

years

obesity in the offspring (OR 1.40; 95% CI 1.23, 1.59), while

2014)

women who had inadequate GWG had a 14% (OR 0.86; 95% CI
0.78, 0.94) reduction in future offspring obesity.

Tie HT

2014

(Tie et al. 2014)
Nehring I

2013

(Nehring et al.

Meta-

15

2-18

OR of excessive GWG and childhood overweight/obesity was

analysis

studies

years

1.21 (95% CI 1.05,1.40).

Meta-

7 studies

2-20

OR of excessive GWG and childhood overweight was 1.38 (95%

years

CI 1.21, 1.57); and OR of inadequate GWG and childhood

analysis

2013)
Lau EY

overweight was 0.91 (95% CI 0.85, 0.98).
2014

(Lau et al. 2014)
Castillo-Laura H

2015

Systematic

23

2-19

The association between GWG and later offspring BMI may be

review

studies

years

stronger during early- and mid-pregnancy than late pregnancy.

systematic

7 studies

0-6

There were positive relationships between maternal GWG and fat
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(Castillo-Laura et

review

years

mass, and between maternal GWG and percent body fat.

al. 2015)
Diabetes in

Logan KM

pregnancy

(Logan et al.

2017

Meta-

35

0-3

Infants of maternal diabetes had higher fat mass (difference 83 g;

analysis

studies

weeks

95% CI 49, 117), and percent body fat (difference 2.2%; 95% CI

2017)

1.1%, 3.2%) in infancy. Infants of mothers with GDM had higher
fat mass (difference 62 g; 95% CI 29, 94), and percent body fat
than infants of mothers without diabetes (difference 1.7%; 95%
CI 0.7%, 2.8%).

Kim SY

2011

(Kim et al. 2011)

Systematic

12

2 - 18

Crude odds ratios for the relationship between GDM and

Review

studies

years

childhood overweight or obesity ranged from 0.7 to 6.3, but
inconsistent evidence existed.

Caesarean

Li HT

section

(Li et al. 2013)

2013

Meta-

9 Studies

analysis

0 - 25

Compared with those born vaginally, OR of overweight/obesity

years

for offspring delivered by cesarean section was 1.33 (95% CI
1.19, 1.48); the OR was 1.32 (95% CI 1.15, 1.51) for children,
1.24 (95% CI 1.00, 1.54) for adolescents and 1.50 (95% CI 1.02,
2.20) for adults.

Kuhle S
(Kuhle et al. 2015)

2015

Meta-

28

2 - 18

Compared with those born vaginally, RR of childhood obesity

analysis

studies

years

delivered by cesarean section was 1.34 (95% CI 1.18–1.51).
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Maternal

Oken E

smoking

(Oken et al. 2008)
Rayfield S

2008

2017

(Rayfield and

Meta-

14

3 - 33

OR of maternal smoking and offspring overweight was 1.40 (95%

analysis

studies

years

CI 1.26, 1.55).

Meta-

39

2 - 18

Maternal smoking in pregnancy increased the risk of childhood

analysis

studies

years

overweight (OR 1.37; 95% CI 1.28, 1.46) and childhood obesity

Plugge 2017)
Riedel C

(OR 1.55; 95% CI 1.40, 1.73).
2014

(Riedel et al.

Meta-

12

3 -18

Maternal smoking during pregnancy increased the risk of

analysis

studies

years

offspring overweight (OR 1.33; 95% CI 1.23, 1.44) and obesity

2014)

(OR 1.60; 95% CI 1.37, 1.88); paternal smoking increased the
risk of offspring overweight (OR 1.07; 95% CI 1.00, 1.16), and
obesity (OR 1.23; 95% CI 1.10, 1.38).

Obesogens

Braun JM

2017

(Braun 2017)

Narrative

-

review

0 - 21

Prenatal perfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS) exposure can be

years

associated with reduced fetal growth, excess adiposity and risk of
being overweight or obese, by disrupting hormone-mediated
processes during critical periods of development.

Iszatt N
(Iszatt et al. 2015)

2015

Pooled

12

Analysis

studies

2 years

Prenatal p,p´-dichlorodiphenyldichloroethylene (p,p´-DDE) was
associated with increased infant growth in weight-for-age z-score
(per interquartile increase in exposure for an increase of 388 ng/g
lipid, β = 0.12; 95% CI 0.03, 0.22).
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Maternal fatty

Hauner H

acids

(Hauner et al.

2013

Systematic

6 Studies

Review

1 - 19

Little evidence to support dietary intervention of fatty acids

years

during pregnancy to modify fat composition for childhood

2013)
Stratakis N

obesity.
2014

(Stratakis et al.

Meta-

9 Studies

analysis

1.5 - 19

No effect of maternal n-3 long-chain polyunsaturated fatty acid

years

supplementation during pregnancy and/or lactation on BMI in

2014)

preschool (difference 0.07; 95% CI, 0.22, 0.36, P = 0.65) and
school-aged children (difference 0.12; 95% CI 0.06, 0.30, P =
0.20).

Maternal

Tate EB

psychosocial

(Tate et al. 2015)

stress

2015

Meta-

17

0 - 13

Levels of prenatal psychological stress experienced were

analysis

studies

years

associated with childhood BMI. The overall mean differences of
obesity risk were 0.20 (95% CI 0.06, 0.34) in cross-sectional
studies and 0.18 (95% CI 0.00, 0.351) in longitudinal studies.

BMI, body mass index; CI, confidence interval; RR, risk ratio; OR, odds ratio; GWG, gestational weight gain; GDM, gestational diabetes mellitus

